This bulletin is to inform you of important updates related to the ordering and production of 2016 and 2017 XTS Professional Vehicle Chassis.

- The 2016 XTSPRO order cutoff date is Tuesday, March 22, 2016.
- Week of June 6 is last production week for 2016 XTSPRO vehicles.
- 2017 XTSPRO start of volume production is targeted for week of July 18, 2016 (a small number of XTSPRO orders may be built week of June 27).
- The 2017 XTS order bank will open mid-April, 2016.
- Current 2016 order scheduling: new XTSPRO orders placed by Tuesday, February 16 can be scheduled for 4-11 TPW or later.

The above information is provided for your order and production planning.

Please contact Ray Bush with any questions.